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Abstract—Ontology mapping and merging systems play a vital
role that aim at promoting automatic interoperability among
different heterogeneous systems, agents, web services or
groups in open environments such as Semantic Web. These
systems help ontologists to resolve different types of conflicts
among local ontologies to produce global merged ontology.
This paper provides three contributions to the study and
design of ontology merging systems that provides complete,
consistent and coherent merged global ontology. First, we
analyze that one of the important merge requirements is
ignored yet by state-of-the-art ontology mapping and merging
systems, i.e., Disjoint-knowledge Preservation between
concepts. Second, we introduce another type of semantic
conflict, which needs attention for consistent and coherent
merged ontology, i.e., Alignment Conflict among disjoint
relations. Third, we present an overview of our semantic-based
ontology merger, DKP-OM, as a solution for the generation of
global merged ontology that is consistent, coherent and
complete with respect to local ontologies. We conclude that
disjoint knowledge analysis for ontology merging is very much
helpful for the detection of inconsistent initial mappings that
originate from concept name or instance matching strategies,
reduce search space for concept matching, and promote
consistent computation by exploiting reliable logical inference
on facts by axiomatization.
Keywords-Disjoint knowledge; Ontology Mapping and
Merging; Ontology Errors; Consistent Global Merged Ontology.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The goal of Semantic Web is to bring current web into its
full potential by using ontology as a key technology to
annotate the data [1]. Ontologies, as they explicitly identify
objects and relationships between objects, are regarded as the
best means for describing the semantics and background
information of data and promote explicit context of
knowledge about them. But, as they are being developed for
multiple purposes by many enterprise and consortiums
according to their desired needs, tasks, and requirements,
same ontologies can model overlapping domain knowledge
and can be used for annotation of multiple data sources such
as web pages, relational databases, xml repositories, multimedia data, etc. [2]. The use of such shared knowledge in
ontologies enables a certain degree of interoperation between
these data sources. Hence, promoting interoperability with

ontology alignment, mapping and merging is one of core
tasks of current landscape of ontology-based research. They
benefit many tasks for enterprise and web such as solving
queries to support e-commerce, building collaborations that
involve sharing of data, knowledge, or resources among
modern companies, multi-agents, autonomous individuals,
web services or groups in open environments [10]. They are
also playing significant roles for development of ontologies
by reusing existing open ontologies and integration of
ontology based web data sources, that reduces the cost of
ontology engineering and promote use of standard tested
modules of ontologies.
Ontology mapping and merging systems achieve the
desirable task of automatic interoperability by using different
aids such as common vocabulary, reference ontology, basic
initial alignments by human, etc., each of which might be the
most appropriate in tasks with given set of circumstances [4].
In recent years, many systems and approaches have been
developed that use similarity computation mechanisms based
on linguistic and synonym based strategies for proposing
correspondences between source ontologies. These
correspondences serve the basic unit for the integration of
multiple ontologies. Cui et al. highlights several issues in
ontology-based information integration and suggest
development of three types of ontologies. Resource
ontologies that use specific resource terminology of a
domain, Personal ontologies that use terminology
understandable by the users or group of users, and Shared
ontologies that use common terminology between a number
of different systems [15]. In research literature, there are
three precise meaning of INTEGRATION of ontologies for
specific task and usage with its particular meaning.
INTEGRATION - to build new ontology by reusing other
ontologies that assemble, extend, and specialize each other.
MERGE - to build ontology by merging source ontologies
having semantic heterogeneity into one ontology, and USE to build an application that incorporates and utilizes several
local ontologies [16]. But all these tasks require machine to
interpret semantics hidden within the local ontologies to
detect reliable mappings and avoid inconsistencies for the
generation of global complete, consistent, and coherent
ontology. The problems that arise are the mismatches
between source ontologies, as they are totally created by the
conceptualization and explication of domain knowledge by

ontologists with different views of knowledge, tasks and
requirements of applications and heterogeneity of several
types in syntactic, structural and semantic representations as
discussed by several authors [12, 18]. Syntactic
heterogeneity includes the usage of different languages (e.g.,
OWL [26], RDFS [27], DAML+OIL [28], etc.) for ontology
development, and data representations (e.g., synonym,
homonym, hyponym, hypernym, etc.) [1]. Structural
differences occur when same information is modeled
differently when classification of knowledge in terms of
concepts and properties in the ontology hierarchies due to
different pragmatics of ontologist and level of knowledge
granularity in scope. Ontology merging systems should be
capable enough to find these mismatches and resolve them
with or minimum user intervention.
The ontology merging process is still semi-automatic and
needs higher level of user intervention for validation of
mappings and resolving conflict. Current merging systems
only produce suggestions that aid ontologists to produce
merged ontology. Resolution of conflicts and validation of
suggestions are totally depending on human users. Moreover,
all existing approaches suffer from serious limitations and
they need a higher level of user intervention to prevent
inconsistencies in merged ontology. The reason for their
inaccuracy is that merging systems do not exploit semantics
embedded within ontologies, and they require user
intervention to resolve conflicts with their intelligence.
Before OWL, ontology languages provide very limited
constructs for knowledge representation and thus integration
of ontologies becomes difficult and suffers with various
dilemmas. OWL with its expressive power and decidability
gave opportunity to reason about the concepts, properties and
individuals to the degree permitted by the formal semantics
of the OWL language [9]. By exploiting the whole breath of
semantic knowledge about concepts and their properties,
ontology merging process can be made more accurate that
requires less dependability on human experts. One of such
semantic description is depicted by disjoint axioms in
ontologies. In recent ontology-based research, disjoint
knowledge axioms gained much popularity as they separate
the domains and builds boundaries of concepts so that
machine can reason in semantically sound manner. Volker et
al. proposed the learning mechanisms about the disjoint
knowledge within the hierarchies of concepts to
automatically enrich single ontology with disjoint axioms
[22]. Qadir et al. proved that omission of disjoint knowledge
in ontology that serves as a backbone in critical system may
lead to erroneous and catastrophic situations, and proposed a
criterion to generate alarms for disjoint knowledge omission
between concepts in ontologies [9]. There are several intraontology errors that occur due to disjoint knowledge
omission and wrong placement of disjoint axioms that cause
inconsistency and in-conciseness in ontology [17]. However,
these works only discuss the intra-ontology issues about
disjoint knowledge within a single ontology.
In this paper, we discuss inter-ontology issues about
disjoint knowledge with respect to several local ontologies
that merge to produce a global ontology. We present disjoint
knowledge preservation as one of ontology merge

requirement for ontology merging systems. Disjoint
knowledge analysis helps proposing the accurate matches
and point-out the erroneous initial mappings during the first
stages of merging. We emphasis that merging process should
exploit and preserve such a important knowledge for
building complete, consistent and coherent merged global
ontology. Without exploiting such knowledge, mapping
systems produce many inaccurate suggestions that lead
toward inaccurate, inconsistent and incomplete merged
ontology. Following, we present certain cases that may
produce new conflicts among disjoint relations in local
ontologies to resolve during preserving of disjoint
knowledge in merged ontology.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses extension in ontology merge requirements and
throws a light on alignment conflict among disjoint relations
in local ontologies that may arise during disjoint knowledge
preservation in building global merged ontology. In addition,
it presents significance of disjoint knowledge analysis during
merging of local ontologies and describes how inconsistent
mappings can be identified by exploiting the disjoint
descriptions of concepts of local ontologies. Section 3
discusses state-of-the-art ontology mapping and merging
approaches and their abnormal behaviors while tackling with
severe semantic heterogeneity. The same section discusses
the overview of our Disjoint Knowledge Preservation based
Ontology Merger (DKP-OM). Section 4 concludes the paper
and draws lessons about the adequacy of disjoint knowledge
usage in ontology merging.
II. OUR CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE DESIGN
AND STUDY OF ONTOLOGY MERGING SYSTEM
This section shows our contributions to the study and
design of ontology merging system that provides complete,
consistent and coherent merged global ontology.
A. Extension in Ontology Merge Requirements
The merge function, “Merge(A, MapAB, B) Æ G”, that
merges ontologies A and B based on mapping MapAB to
generate a global merged ontology G is formally defined by
Pottinger and Bernstein [11]. They described that the merge
function should satisfy Generic Merge Requirements to cope
with the diverse nature of semantic heterogeneity in local
ontologies to produce global merged ontology. While
analyzing existing merging approaches, we observed that
these approaches fulfill those requirements at some extent
and specifically they do not preserve the disjoint knowledge
in merged global ontology. Disjoint knowledge in ontologies
plays a vital role in describing the semantics of data and
separate the domains into distinct classes. Realizing its
significance within ontology and its omission as catastrophic,
we propose one more merge requirement, i.e., DisjointKnowledge preservation in merged ontology as shown in
dotted box in Figure 1. Disjoint knowledge preservation
means that the disjointness information about the concepts in
local ontologies O1 and O2 is preserved in global merged
ontology O3 and none of mappings violate the description of
disjointness to produce accurate global merged ontology.

Figure 1. Extension in Ontology Merge Requirements.

The concepts in hierarchies of merged ontology O3
remain complete, consistent, and coherent with respect to all
the knowledge hidden in local ontologies O1 and O2. A
common example of disjoint-knowledge preservation in
merged ontology is depicted in Figure 2. The disjoint axioms
between concepts C, D, and B in O1, and disjoint axioms
between (G, D), (G, B), (D, B) in O2 are preserved in merged
ontology O3 that is complete, consistent and coherent with
respect to all the knowledge hidden in local ontologies. But
during the preservation of disjoint knowledge in ontologies,
one has to be careful and avoid redundancy of disjoint-of
relations that compromise with the conciseness of merged
ontology. Redundancy of disjoint-of relations means that the
concepts in hierarchies that are implicitly disjoint due to
disjoint axioms between their parents are again specified as
disjoint but this can be deduce from disjoint descriptions of
their parent concepts [20]. For example, specifying disjoint
axiom between concept G and any (Z, Y, X) makes
redundancy of disjoint-of relation, because this can be
deduced by disjoint description of Concepts G and B.

Figure 2. Disjoint knowledge preservation in merged global ontology O3.
(dotted lines show the disjoint-of axioms)

B. Conflict among Disjoint Relations
Conflicts are the natural because of the fact that
ontologists made ontologies according to their own

conceptualization, scope, pragmatics and requirements of
their domain. There are many types of conflicts which may
occur during ontology mapping and merging proposed in
research literature. While preserving disjoint knowledge in
merged ontology, we identified a new conflict, i.e.,
alignment conflict among disjoint relations that may occur.
This type of conflict arises when same concepts within the
source ontologies contradict with respect to their mutual
agreement. For example, consider local ontologies O1 and O2
in Figure 3. In ontology O1, concept Employee and Student
are disjoint with each other and have no instance in common.
But, in ontology O2, a PhD researcher, as a funded student
and employee of the university forms overlapping between
the concepts Employee and Student. In addition, concepts
Lecturer and Lab_instructor form alignment conflict
between disjoint descriptions. Such conflicts among disjoint
relations at top level nodes of practical ontologies that have
thousand of concepts make huge troubles for interoperability.
Thus, disjoint knowledge axiom analysis is highly significant
because if not paid attention, then all the merging process
leads to inconsistent global ontology. By analyzing existing
approaches for ontology merging, we observed that no
existing merging approaches pay attention to this conflict
and thus, they produce many inaccurate suggestions. By
considering this type of information highlights the erroneous
situations, gives more accurate mappings and less errorprone merged ontology.

Figure 3. Alignment Conflict among disjoint relations

C. Benefits of Disjoint knowledge Analysis and Preservati
-on in Ontology Merging Process
There are several benefits of disjoint knowledge analysis
and preservation in ontology merging, as elaborated below.

1) Incompleteness in Merged Ontology: According to
Ontological Error’s Taxonomy, disjoint knowledge
omission among concepts in ontology is categorized as
Incomplete Partition Error [17]. During ontology merging
process, if we ignore disjoint knowledge axioms then the
merged ontology would be incomplete with respect to all
type of knowledge hidden in local ontologies leading to
catastrophic complications in practice.
2) Inconsistency in Merged Ontology: Disjoint
knowledge analysis avoids chances of inconsistencies in
merged ontology. When disjoint knowledge is not
considered in ontology merging process, initial mappings
lead toward inconsistent merged ontology with respect to
local ontologies. For example, let O1 and O2 be two local
ontologies as shown in Figure 4. In ontology O1, concepts
Student and Employee are taken as disjoint which means
that there is no instance student that is also an instance of
employee. But, in ontology O2, Student can be an Employee,
e.g., PhD Researcher, Erasmus Mundus Scholar, etc, and
hence represented as overlapping concepts. When these
local ontologies are merged then a common class (i.e.,
PhD_Researcher) between disjoint classes (Employee and
Student) which creates inconsistency in the global ontology.

expect any alignment conflict within the sub-hierarchies of
disjoint concepts. For example, consider family ontology O1
where Male concept is disjoint with Female concept, and
ontology O2 where Men concept is disjoint with Women
concept. Here, If we get a top level mapping of concept
(Male AND Person) on Men and (Female AND Person) on
Women, then search space would be reduced by only
seeking mapping of sub-children concept of (Male AND
Person) into sub-children concept of Men only and vice
versa rather than in all the taxonomy of concepts.
4) Detecting Inaccurate Mappings by Concept name
matching strategy: Disjoint knowledge axioms help
identifing initial inaccurate mappings and remove ambiguity
when concept with same symbolic identifier means
differently in different local ontologies in the process of
ontology merging. For example, consider ontologies O1 and
O2 as shown in Figure 4. In ontology O1, Course concept is
further classified as BS and MS courses, and in ontology O2
concept Student is categorized according to his qualification
as BS, MS and PhD students. If mapping and merging based
on concept label maps BS of O1 to BS of O2, based by
linguistic (or synonym) matches, then this would lead
towards inconsistent global merged ontology. By exploiting
disjoint knowledge in ontology O1, which restricts concept
Course as disjoint with Person, ontology mapping and
merging systems should reject such initial mappings to
avoid inconsistencies in merged ontology. Moreover,
disjoint axioms togather with equivalence axioms help
validation of initial alignments and mappings found in first
stages of ontology merging. For example, explicit
descriptions about the disjointness of two concepts (C and
D) in ontology O1 and equivalence of concepts (D’ and F) in
ontology O2 help to detect semantically inaccurate mapping
between concepts (D and F).

Figure 4. Inconsistency in merged ontology O3

3) Reduce Search Space and Runtime Complexity: For
finding the best match of any concept of ontology O1 need
exhuastive analysis with entire concepts of O2, resulting
n1xn2 comparisons where n represents the number of
concept of ontology. Disjoint axioms seperate the
knowledge in distinct chucks and enable concept matching
within boundaries of sub-hierarchies of entire ontology
concept hierarchy. While finding matches between concepts
of ontologies, domain specific heuristics about disjoint
knowledge about concepts in source ontologies minimize
the search space and thus reduce the runtime complexity of
ontology merging. However domain specific heuristics can
only be applied on well-known ontologies where we do not

Figure 5. Detecting inaccurate mappings based on concept name strategy
by disjoint axiom analysis

5) Detecting Inaccurate Mappings by Instance matching
strategy: Disjoint knowledge axioms help identifying initial
inaccurate instance based mappings that originate when
same instance propose semantically distinct concept as
merge candidate in the process of ontology merging. For
example, consider ontologies O1 and O2 as shown in Figure
5 where instance based matching technique identify concept
Professor of ontology O1 as candidate of merge with the
concept Researcher of ontology concept O2 based on
Identical Instance JOHN. These mappings could be rejected
if merging system considers disjoint knowledge axioms in
local ontologies that separate the domain of concepts
Student and Staff (Faculty) while calculating similarities to
produce mappings of semantically distinct concepts.

Figure 6. Detecting inaccurate mappings based on instance matching by
disjoint axiom analysis

6) Better reasoning and inference mechanisms with
disjoint-of axioms among properties: Due to significance of
disjoint-of axioms, W3C has included the construct disjointof to specify disjointness between properties and their
hierarchies in new specie of OWL, i.e., OWL 2 that serves as
current recommendation (2009) for building ontologies [26].
During evaluation of current description logic reasoners, we
observed that they do not fulfill the existing demands of
enriched expressive ontologies with constraints of
disjointness and lack reasoning when used in real
applications [30]. Reasoning and inference with disjoint
axioms between concepts and properties furnish more
semantic power, spark the inference machanism and provide
better automatic reasoning capability to ontology merging
process, and help to build more well formed ontologies,
which fulfill their purposes when used in applications. This
requires that ontology merging systems should avoid all type
of errors especially disjoint knowledge omission, common
class or property in disjoint decomposition, redundancy of
disjoint-of relations among concepts and properties during

construction of merged global ontology from local
ontologies.
III.

STATE-OF-THE-ART AND OUR SYSTEM DKP-OM

Developing efficient ontology merging systems has been
a core issue of recent ontology research to answer the
question of combined use of independently developed
ontology and interoperability in heterogeneous systems. As a
result, many approaches and systems have been proposed in
research literature for alignment, mapping, and merging of
local ontologies like Glue [3], Prompt [4], Chimaera [5],
OLA [6,7], Cupid [8], Anchor-Prompt [13], , Observer [14],
IF-Map [19], Hcone Match and Merge [23], S-Match [24],
FCA-Merge [25]. According to the detailed discussion and
analysis in [1], these approaches use lexical database
WordNet [29], taxonomy analysis, string matching
algorithms,
formal
concept
analysis,
extensional
comparisons and many more heuristics to produce initial
mappings between source ontologies to aid user. User with
his intelligence observes and validates those mappings to
avoid inconsistencies during construction of global merged
ontology. Many of these systems assume semantically
distinct concepts to be the same as they are using only some
specific methods such as concept label matching, attribute
matching, structure matching, instances matching, etc., to
find correspondences between concepts and hence produce
inaccurate suggestions for ontology merging. The concept
label matching approach suffers when semantically same
concepts are modeled with different names (i.e., synonym).
Attribute matching produces inaccurate mappings when
different concepts have same attributes, For example concept
Person and Company are proposed to be the same on the
basis of identical attribute labels such as name, address,
phone, etc. The major drawback by instance matching
approach is seen when semantically distinct concepts having
the common instance are considered to be the same.
Moreover existing approaches that make use of common
vocabulary, reference ontology, articulation rules, etc., are
specific to the particular domain for which they are built for
and produce efficient results while used for merging of same
specific domain and subject ontologies, but they compromise
accuracy when applied to more generalized domain
ontologies. In addition, they do not validate the suggestions
before showing initial suggestion list to users whether they
lead to inconsistent merged ontology. They do not exploit
the full knowledge (e.g., disjoint knowledge) embedded
within the ontology. However, single or domain specific
strategy appeared to be unsuccessful due to diverse nature of
semantic heterogeneities. Therefore, hybrid techniques that
make combined use of different methods propose semantic
mappings to some more extend, and achieve higher level of
accuracy.
Our system Disjoint Knowledge Preserver (DKP) based
Ontology Merger (OM) [21], DKP-OM, follows a hybrid
strategy for ontology merging by exploiting all the semantic
knowledge available in the ontologies especially the
disjointness of the concepts. Multi-strategies including
linguistic matching, synonym matching by using wordnet,

structural similarities between hierarchies, and description
logic analysis make it capable to find all types of matches
between the local ontologies to build the global ontology.
The use of whole breadth of available knowledge hidden in
local ontologies about concept, properties, formal semantics
of concepts’ definitions, disjoint knowledge axioms and
validation of initial mappings by considering disjoint
relations between concepts make it suitable for merging
different available ontologies from different domains and
subjects, lessens users’ dependability for validating the
consistency of the generated mappings and distinguishes it
from rest of the existing systems.
IV.

CONCLUSION

This paper presents disjoint knowledge preservation as one
of the ontology merge requirement. Preserving such
knowledge within the merged ontology brings out two major
important points. First, by exploiting such knowledge in
ontology mapping phase promote reliable inference-ability
and brings out more accurate and reliable suggestions. Those
suggestions that are based on linguistic match or instance
match by assuming two semantically different concepts are
rejected that lead to inconsistent merged ontology. Second,
many other mismatches such as alignment conflicts among
disjoint relations in hierarchies of local ontologies could be
identified that need to be resolved for consistent and
coherent merged ontology. It presents how analysis of
disjoint knowledge axioms in local ontologies is helpful for
identification of reliable correspondences between concepts,
and detection of inconsistent mappings that lead to
inconsistent, incomplete and non-coherent global merged
ontology with respect to local ontologies. Ignoring disjoint
knowledge in merged process would lead to various
erroneous situations in global merged ontology such as
incomplete partition error, i.e., disjoint knowledge omission
among concepts error, common class in disjoint
decomposition of concepts, and redundancy of disjoint-of
relations between concepts and properties. Finally, we
discuss our system, DKP-OM, which exploits disjoint
knowledge between concepts and properties during merging
of local ontologies with different subjects, domains and
contexts, and avoids erroneous situations in global merged
ontology. By this, ontology mapping and merging system
promote more reliable interoperability among heterogeneous
autonomous software systems and agents by enabling them
to communicate, share, and exchange information in
semantically sound and consistent way in presence of several
types of semantic heterogeneities.
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